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DRAFT

OPENING REMARKS FOR EEO PRESENTATION

By:

G.B. McCullough

It has been several years since we presented our US -wide Equal Employment
Opportunity and Affirmative Action progress to the Exxon Management Committee.
This, in addition to the recent change in federal administration, make it
an appropriate time to report on our current position, progress, and
future plans in the Equal Employment Opportunity area.

The presentation which will be made by Walter O'Neill our EEO Manager
will cover:
•

The National EEO environment - there is a possibility of some reorganization of the enforcement agencies .

•

Our progress over-time - avai l able data covers the period from January
1972 to December 1980.

•

How we compare with others in our industry - you'll find that in
some areas we're on target and in others we are going to have to
work a little harder.

•

New York City Headquarters status.

•

Current charges/litigation within Exxon - there are a couple of
cases outstanding that should be brought to your attention , and
lastly,

•

Challenges and implementation plans - based on an update of our
status, a review of our objectives and how we can achieve these
objectives.
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May 14, 1981

R. w. Kimball
Exxon Corpo ration
Secretary's Department
B UI L D I NG

EEO PRESENTATION
Dear Dick:
It has been several years since we presented our US-wide Equal Employment
Opportunity and Affirmative Action progress to the Exxon Management Comm ittee.
In view of the recent change in our federal administration, it is appropriate
at thi s time ~o report on our current posi tion, progress, and future
plans in the Equal Employment Opportunity area.
The pr esentation will cover the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

National EEO environment
Status of EEO for all domestic affiliates and operations
Status of EEO for NY Headquarters
Current charges/litigation within Exxon
Legislative deve lopments related to EEO
Exxon challenges and Implementation Plans

The presen~ation is scheduled for the Manag eme nt Committee on Thursday,
May 21. This is an informational item not requiring a d ecis ion.

Very truly yours,

GBMc/acs

DRAFT #10
5/18/81
EXXON CORPORATION
EEO PRESENTATION TO THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Since our last EEO presentation, there have been many significant developments
VG#1,0N

in the Civil Rights area.

•

Key among these have been various court rulings, a

major reorganization of the Civil Rights network, the display of increasingly
aggressive adversary strategies by the two major enforcement agencies: the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission or EEOC and the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs or OFCCP and, most recently, speculation concerning possible
directions the Reagan administration will take on regulatory and enforcement
I

issues in the equal employment opportunity arena.

Today we will review these

developments, examine their significance for our total domestic operations and
outline our EEO posture in terms of where we have been, where we are today and
where we believe we will be going in the immediate future.
JG#1,0FF

We will also briefly

examine the current EEO status of our New York Headquarters organization.
Since this review will be historical in nature, covering, especially, the
proliferation of EEO initiatives which occurred during the Carter presidency;
it would be well to outline at this juncture our best current assessment of
the Reagan Administration's civil rights enforcement posture.

VG#1A,ON

Some tentative
\

conclusions are as follows:
It does not appear that the new Administration plans to significantly
alter the nature of EEO enforcement.

While some trimming down and stream-

lining are anticipated, no major departures from previous policies seem
imminent.

Major program initiatives to date are focused more on struc-

tural than substantive changes.
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The Department of Labor has already exhibited a "review-and-reform"
attitude with respect to the OFCCP.

While changes in rules and regula-

'

tions are expected to be phased in gradually, no serious efforts to
dismantle or eliminate the contract compliance program in the near
future are anticipated.
Enforcement prospects will remain largely unchanged, although the total
I

number of enforcement initiatives may decrease as a result of more
VG/J1A,OFF

careful screening of possible enforcement actions.
In summary, we need to continue to exert strong affirmative action efforts in
areas involving Equal Employment Opportunity.

Employee and public interest

groups are continuing to press for aggressive enforcement in all of these areas
and the courts are continuing to apply all of the existing standards strictly.
While the major thrust of the EEO enforcement agencies still centers on equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action for racial minorities, women and,
now, the handic&pped; civil rights law remains in an evolutionary stage.

Court

decisions tend to conflict with one another and often sidestep key issues.
Similarly, the ever-increasing number of enforcement agency regulations continue
to be confusing and, at times, contradictory.

The whole civil rights area, in

short, continues in a state of flux.
VGIJ2 ,ON

There are, however, at least two clear signals emerging from the judicial
system.

LMV D2/B3
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Recent Supreme Court decisions have reaffirmed that affirmative action is the
proper route to correct past discriminatory conditions which can be proven
through statistic11 analysis.

While guidelines on how such affirmative action

is to be legally accomplished are still evolving, affirmative action and nondiscrimination are being viewed by the courts as compatible concepts.
A second area of note is the clear pattern we see in the lower courts of a consistent demand that all job requirements and the weighting factors of appraisal
systems be specifically related to the work being performed.
While the courts are key in molding the civil rights environment, perhaps the
single most influential change agent in recent years was President Carter's 1978
reorganization of the Civil Rights agencies, which included the assignment of
lead coordinating responsibility for all civil rights agencies to the EEOC .
Along with the reorgani zation a decision is due in 1981 to merge the OFCCP into
the EEOC to form one enforcement superagency.

Our best information from Wash-

ington regarding this possible merger suggests that it will not occur in the
VG02,0FF

near future.

VGU3,0N

In this struggle both agencies have taken increasingly strong adversary roles
and have used rifles to zero in on their quarry in place of their former
shotgun approaches .

The EEOC approach has been to use computer applied

statistics to identify personnel systems which appear to affect protected
groups in the form of systemic discrimination.

The EEOC has also been careful

to select cases to pursue in the courts which have facts favorable to their

LHV 02/84
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position and might have wide-reaching legal implications.

Finally, the EEOC

has attempted to challenge the most vulnerable employers by selecting for
litigation those

~ithin

minorities and women.

an industry with the lowest utilization rates for
These more sophisticated target selection criteria are

a far cry from the EEOC's "Track System" of the early 1970s in which the
agency took on General Motors, Ford, General Electric and Sears Roebuck on a
national scale - only to find itself quickly bogged down in the masses of data
which it had bitten off but could not chew.
In the opposite corner of the EEO ring, the OFCCP has emphasized other approaches
to prove its effectiveness.

First, it has and is carrying out very aggressive

compliance reviews and investigations of targeted industries with emphasis on
finding "affected classes" consisting of protected groups who are suffering the
present effects of past discrimination.
coal

~nd

The energy industry, which includes

oil, and, therefore, Exxon was a targeted industry in 1980.

The

electronics industry, targeted in 1980, will continue on the list during 1981.
This targeting procedure has resulted in unusually thorough compliance reviews
for Standard of Indiana and Texaco and could result in potential

OFCC~

interest

in Reliance Electric and the ventures activities of Exxon Enterprises in the
near future.
A specific area of emphasis being pursued by the OFCCP which clearly affects us
is the agency's effort to require a 20% goal for women in blue collar jobs such
as underground miner and refinery apprentice.

Another change we have noted is

the shift in emphasis in compliance reviews from simple entry level hiring goals

LHV 02/BS
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to affirmative action and affected class issues related to promotions and other
VG03,0FF

aspects of upward mobility.
Both agencies, further, either individually or in parallel, have been pressing
new issues growing out of the acts and orders under their jurisdictions.

Among

those which will have impact on the company in the immediate future are the
following:
VG#4,0N

- Increasing focus on demographics and statistics.

The pressure from the

enforcement agencies is to attain ever-higher numbers of minorities and women
at all levels of an organization.

To assure this progress, increasingly

sophisticated statistical techniques will be used by these agencies to measure
the effectiveness of affirmative action programs or to identify potential
areas of discrimination.
Employee mobility within the organization .

As was noted earlier, major EEO

focus is shifting from recruitment and selection to the impact that postselection policies have on employees already on the payroll.

Therefore
\

increased attention may be turned to possible adverse impacts stemming from
performance appraisal, training, selection for promotion and transfer and
other personnel development systems.
- "Comparable worth" as an EEO concept.
equal pay for work of comparable value.

Essentially comparable worth means
It means that how a secretary should

be paid relative to an engineer should be based on objective evaluations of
the worths of the two jobs rather than on the values placed on them in the job

LHV 02/86
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market.

While the

conce~t

of comparable worth is still being discussed the

chances of it replacing current compensation principles appear to be remote at
this time.
Concern for a harassment-free work environment.

This is a relatively new

issue which has gained prominence due to the recent publication of the EEOC's
proposed guidelines describing sexual harassment as an actionable wrong under
Title VII.

The problem of harassment, whether based on sex, race or national

origin, is already receiving increased attention in the courts, and will probably intensify as we move further into the 1980s.
- Disparate impacts on older workers.

Under the EEOC, the Age Discr;mination in

Employment issue is emerging rapidly and represents a major source of future
monetary liability and employee relations problems for employers.
Restrictions on employee terminations.

Both at the State and Federal levels

moves are afoot to restrain an employer's ability to terminate employees or to
reduce their workforces if such action would negatively affect minorities,
women or older workers.
EEO-related union concerns.

As the compositions of union memberships change,

their involvement in EEO issues and EEO-related bargaining will grow.

The

EEOC is urging unions to become more active in pressing EEO concerns by
permitting them to be exeopt from future EEO liability and damages where they

VGU4,0FF

can demonstrate their aggressiveness in promoting EEO issues.

LMV D2/B7
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With this brief review of bhe national EEO environment, let's look now at how
it affects us internally here in Exxon.

'

As indicated, both the EEOC and the OFCCP are using statistics as the primary
means of ident1fying large, well-known companies against whom they can build
discrimination cases.

This heavy statistical emphasis by the . agencies forces

us, in turn, to look at our own progress in statistical terms.

First, what

type of progress have we made over the past few years; second, how does that
progress compare to that of other companies; and third, what has our experience been defending ourselves in compliance reviews, against EEO charges, and
in court case litigation?
VG#5,0N

The first data we will look at covers the eight-year period from 1972 to 1980.

d!THOUT

These data, and other figures describing our total domestic status, by the

OVERLAY

way, include Reliance Electric.

During these eight years our minority repre-

sentation went from 9.2i to 16.Bi for a net increase of 7.6j or a near doubling in overall minority utilization since 1972.

In actual numbers, our

minority employees increased from 5,000 to 14,600.

Because of our total

personnel growth over the period, however, this apparent tripling in absolute
numbers of minorities was diluted to the near doubling in utilization already
noted.
The real significance here, however, is not only how the total representation
of minorities has increased, but also how the distributions of minorities in
our various work force categories have changed.

Of particular note in our

total domestic picture is the dramatic increase in the utilization of minori-

LHV D2/B8
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ties in the more demanding·job categories.

The net increase in the percent

utilization of minorities was 3.9%, a near tripling of the 1972 rate in the
Officials and ManAgers category and 5.4% for the Professionals category, or more
than double the 1972

figur~.

For Blacks separately, the corresponding figures

were, again, a near tripling at the Officials and Managers level, but only a 46%
increase at the Professionals level.

This relative lag in the utilization of

Blacks at the Professional level will be discussed more fully later in this
presentation.
In 1972 only 7.7% of our skilled Craft Workers were minorities.

By the end of

1980, however, minority representation had climbed to 19.5% of these better
paying jobs - an increase of one and one-half times over the 1972 rate.
OVERLAY
ON
CHART 05

In the case of women, shifts in the types of work women are performing have been
impressive.

Over the period the overall percent utilization of women in the

Officials and Managers category increased by more than four and one-half times
over the 1972 level and that for Professionals by three and one-half times.
Another significant shift occurred in the Craft Workers category where the
overall net utilization of women in this traditionally "male" category increased
from near zero to 5.2%.

As already indicated, this is an area of particular

interest to the enforcement agencies where all indications are that the government's short range goal is to have 20% of all blue collar jobs filled by women.
currently, about 21.2% of Exxon's blue collar work force is comprised of women
although this particular chart masks them by the job groupings.

LMV D2/B9
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The data, in summary, indicate that we are making progress in terms of both
increasing the overall representations of women and minorities in our workforce
t

and in improving the utilization of the same protected groups throughout the job
VG#5,0FF

category hierarchy.

In today's EEO environment, however, where the agencies are

f ocusing their attentions on the companies with the lowest util ization rates, we
must examine our status relative to those of other companies to provide some
perspective to our real progress.
The purpose of the following two exhibits is to compare our ranking and growth
in protected group representations with seven major competitors over the 1975 to

VG#6,0N

1980 year period.

The seven companies included in the comparisons are Arco,

Gulf, Mobil, Shell, Standard of Indiana, Standard of California, Texaco, and, of
course, Exxon.
Looking at the minority comparisons, Exxon has moved from third to second position in total utilization of minorities over the five year period. ·our fourth
out of eight growth rate, however, suggests that further upward movement is
unlikely.
In the Officials and Managers sub-category, we have yielded our first place
utilization five years ago for second currently and rank a very poor seventh
in growth rate.

Even more serious is our 1980 fifth place ranking in the

utilization of minority Professionals.

We !!annot hope to maintain,_ much less

improve, our utilization of minorities in the Officials and Managers job
category without improving our utilization of Professionals which is the

LMV D2/B10
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primary source of candidates for promotion into the Officials and Managers
VG06,0FF

positions.

VGU7,0N

To this end our MPT recruiters have undertaken a number of innovations designed
to improve our success rate in employing minority - and especially Black professionals.

a.
- New

Among these were:

campus minority recruiting program which features the use of minority

recruiters in establishing pre-campus, campus and post-campus contacts
with promising minority MBAs and closer "tracking" of these candidates
throughout the recruitment process.
- BegeR

.Q

special ad campaign in Black publications such as Ebony, Essence

and Black Enterprise in January 1981.

This campaign is intended to

enhance Exxon's image among minority groups as a committed and interested
equal opportunity employer.
- Securing the commitments of the managements of all of Exxon's regions and
affiliates in the form of firm minority recruitment targets.

- A strong outreach effort to establish - and maintain

close contacts

with minorities in groups in which Exxon already has a vested interest
/G 07 ,0FF

.'GIJ8, ON

and supports through financial grants •
Looking now at the utilization of women, we see a more encouraging trend.

In

overall utilization, Exxon moved from fifth position to first over the five
years with a current growth rate significantly higher than any other company.

LMV 02/Bl 1
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1

During the same period, in the Officials and Managers category, we moved up from
fourth to second position, again showing the highest _average annual growth rate
over the five

yea~

period.

In the Professionals job category, finally, we

ranked seventh in utilization in 1975 but moved up to sixth place by 1980.

Our

growth rate for the period, however, will not allow us to move beyond this

IGU8,0FF

position unless affirmative action steps are taken to increase it.
In summary, then, we would have to term our overall performance as "average" in
an industry which has established a generally good track record insofar as the
EEO compliance agencies are concerned.

Our most critical problem lies in the

Professionals category for both minorities and women.

Unless larger numbers of

minorities and women are employed at faster rates, this category will continue
to be under-represented on a nation wide basis which, in turn, will seriously
affect our ability to register protected class gains in the crucial Officials
and Managers job category.

As just noted, the need to increase the utilization

of Blacks at the Professionals level is an especially pressing one here.

A

further problem will stem from our evolution into a more labor-intensive organization.

Consolidation of Reliance employees into our overall numbers has had an

immediate and somewhat negative impact on our EEO posture and the lower availabilities of minorities and women in some of the geographical areas where our
expanding mining and new ventures activities are situated will have additional
influences on our overall utilizations.

Some of the specific responses which

have already been implemented or are planned for addressing these challenges
will be described a bit later in this presentation.

LMV D2/B12
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VG/19,0N

Let's turn now to our experiences with the enforcement agencies in recent years.
In 1978, while the OFCCP was undergoing its reorganization, we only had two
compliance review!.

During 1979 we had eight reviews.

continued at about the same level in 1980

Compliance activity

with seven reviews.

Our experiences

with the reorganized OFCCP have been varied despite the agency's efforts at
procedural uniformity by means of a new compliance manual.

While letters of

compliance were ultimately awarded in the balance of these reviews, two of our
1979 reviews, those involving the Baton Rouge Refinery and the Western Marketing
Region, did result in the issuance of show cause orders after rigorous reviews
and rather strong confrontations over the agency's new strategies and demands.
Central to both of these reviews were the issues of promotions and back pay
after the agency declared that an affected class of one person had been found at
each facility.

The company has responded by challenging the OFCCP's positions

and, currently, the government has failed to pursue the issue for more than a
year.
Looking next at litigation, our lawsuit experience has been favorable.

During

1979-1980 we had six new suits and closed seven which had been previously filed.
At the beginning of the ye ar, we had ten active suits.

Since then, we have had

one suit dismissed and have received two additional suits leaving us with eleven
active suits to date.

These suits involve race, sex, age and handicap issues,

lwo

but with the exception of -ene, do not include class actions and are not considered of great concern.

LMV 02/813
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The one significant open case continues to be Bogan et al ·v. Exxon involving the
East Texas Production Division.
Black field maintJnance men.

The case was initially filed in 1974 by two

The plaintiff seeks to represent a class of all

Blacks, wage, non-exempts, and exempts, who have sought employment with and
those who were employed by the East Texas Division.

The discovery period for

this case has been completed and a pre-trial class certification is now pending.
In a recent development in this case, the attorneys for the EEOC approached the
company and offered to consider any reasonable settlement and agreement that the
company wished to submit.

This alternative is being reviewed and it is expected

that a decision to conciliate or to continue litigation will be reached by early
June.
Another case worth mentioning, charges age discrimination against Gilbarco by
about 15 employees laid off during the 1973 oil crisis.

After considerable

procedural skirmishing and much delay, we are currently in a settlement mode.
In the area of discrimination charges, we have had some recent activity regardl

ing the 1975 EEO Commissioner's Charge filed against our Baton Rouge refinery
and chemical

oper~tions

alleging a pattern and practice of discrimination

against minorities and women.

Following the charge, the company supplied

voluminous data on its workforce and there had been no further contact with the
agency since 1977.

In April of this year, the EEOC advised the company that the

case had been assigned to another agency division and requested · additional data.
The company has taken the position that the requested data is not needed and
that the case should be dismissed.

LMV D2/B14
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With respect to our other pending charges, 144 are pending compared to 130 last
year.
VG09,0FF

Almost two-thirds of these charges are three or more years old.

At this

'

.
time, none of the pending
charges is seen as a major threat or problem.

In conclusion, in view of the increased a c tivity of the Civil Rights agencies and
VG#10,0N
the trends noted in court decisions, Exxon is responding on several fronts:
Exxon's EEO staff in domestic operating organi zations has been increased.
Procedures for conducting simulated compliance reviews have been implemented.

These "in house" assessments are designed to identify and

correct EEO-related deficiencies before they come to the attention of
the enforcement agencies.
~

Quality minority and women recruiting is being expanded.
EEO awareness through training at all levels is being accelerated.
And, finally,
We are promoting the development of a more intensive level of line
management involvement in and responsibility for EEO at all levels in

VG010,0FF

the organization.
I would now like to briefly sununarize our EEO status here in the headquarters.
Before looking at the figures, however, two points should be noted:

LMV D2/B15
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First, the skills represented in the headquarters organizations are high-level
ones.

As of December 31, 1980, for example, 20j of our workforce were in mana-

'

gerial jobs, 40% in professional positions and 40% in the support staff categories.

Besides this numerical concentration of managers and professionals in

these categories, within them the skill and experience requirements are significantly higher than those typical of other Exxon headquarters organizations.
Second, I will be talking about "Applicable Labor Force" or ALF percentages.
These percents are our best estimates of the labor force availabilities of
people with the kinds of skills we require here in the headquarters organizations.

At the EMPT level these estimates are realistic for professionals

inasmuch as we can and do employ such people directly from the external labor
market.

For managers, however, they are really "ultimate goals" or over-esti-

mates in that the great majority of our management positions are filled from
within Exxon and hence our utilizations of minorities and women in these positions are to a large degree a function of our utilizations of these protected
groups in our professional ranks.
VG011-1

With this slide, then, we can evaluate our current EEO status here in the head-

ON W/O

quarters which includes the New York- and New Jersey-based departments of the

OVERLAY

Corporation and Exxon International and the headquarters units of Esso Middle
East, Exxon Enterprises and Exxon Minerals.

Looking first at the women's total,

it is clear that as of December 31 we were already over our year-end 1980 goals
and applicable labor force estimate and, in fact, close to achieving our end

LMV D2/B16
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VG11-1
1984 five-year projection.
are clearly in good shape.

Examining the component job family data, further, we
While our projected target for women managers for

the end of 1984 i! an ambitious one, our growth trends indicate we should be
VG11-10FF able to achieve this five-year goal.
VG11-2 ON WITHOUT
JVERLAY
Looking now at the parallel data for minorities, our bottom line is again favorable.

We have exceeded our year-end 1980 goal and ALF and, assuming continuing

vigorous affirmative action, should meet our indicated five-year projection of
J VERLAY

16.5%.

JN FOR

we are in trouble as regards minority managers.

'JG

11-2

Focusing on the four component job categories, however, we can see that
We have actually lost ground in

this category since the beginning of the year (3.8% vs. 3.6%), have missed our
year-end 1980 goal of 4.7% and projections based on past growth trends suggest

'JG

our current five-year target is probably an overly ambitious one.
11-2 OFF
This, then, completes the overview of our EEO posture as of the end of 1980.
way of conclusion I would like to suggest the following as the major EEO challenges which face us in the months and years ahead.

VGl12 ON
Full utilization of minorities and women remains the prime EEO objective.

As

we have seen, our EEO performance as compared with our competition is only
average.

In order to accomplish our own objectives as well as comply with EEO

regulations, we will have to devote more time, effort and money to our EEO
activities.
Secondly, we need to reduce the likelihood that personnel procedures will have
to be defended.

LHV D2/B17
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Improv~ng

the

selectio~ an~

/LV',.AA..t . d'.lr>'-~t.A-·

t_raining of recruiters>'
Cl/i•o/ lU6-nc.£At ,
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W /J~l~t,"(_, t;U./v ,\-M~·~
U

V

I

II

- Increasing utilization objectives for both minorities and women, and develop-

•

ing and monitoring plans for reaching those objectives in the shortest time
possible.
- Implementing an internal on-site audit of personnel procedures to identify
vulnerable practices, and then working towards the elimination of these
VG120FF
VG12AON

weaknesses.
Due to the increasingly sophisticated statistical techniques employed by the
compliance agencies, some of our personnel procedures may be found to have
adverse impact.

In order to improve the validities of our present procedures,

the following actions have been or will be implemented:
- A job analysis study to provide the documentation required to demonstrate job
relatedness of our personnel practices.
Development of a performance appraisal tool in which appraisal criteria are
tied to specific job requirements.
- A study of possible methods for modifying the performance appraisal system to
lessen the potential adverse impact of group supervisory appraisals.
- Development of guidelines to formalize employment, selection for training,
transfer, promotion, layoff, discipline and termination actions.
JG 12AOFF

- The removal of promotability from the compensation system.

LMV D2/B18
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This completes the prepared remarks and we will welcome any questions you may
have.

5/18/81
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